
BTT THEORY PRACTICE

online questions for basic theory test (BTT) final theory test (FTT) Riding theory test (RTT) in Singapore, FREE ALL
QUESTÃ•ONS and practice to pass sgdriving.

Other than that, paying 2 or 3 dollars for the full package of questions is quite worth for money! You may save
a test session at any time when you are in the middle of the practice, especially when you do not have the time
to finish too many questions at one go. Highly recommended. It was smart for the practice to be marked
question by question and the mock exam to be marked at the end of the paper. Yes, we are working on it.
Great app, everything is fuss-free to use especially since once you click an answer for a question you don't
have to press 'next' to go to the next question as the app does it automatically for you. If you are looking to
purchase it in it might still do it's job well but for users that are looking to purchase this in or later you might
wanna think about it. But this app does makes you understand certain things more well enough for you to pass
the test. We try to keep them simple, sharp and to the point, however omissions could still exist, if you noticed
any irrelevant points or mistakes, do bring them up. We are dedicated to make the journey of learning driving
test theory in SG as easy as possible. Help full for your support.. Thank u so much. We have around questions
for both of these two tests now. Buy us a coffee Energise Coffee will keep us awake to make this site better.
Drivers Ed Drive Like a Kennedy  It is mandated that taxi driver must take the most direct route to complete
the taxi journey with commuters onboard and will only be paid according to the taximeter at the end of the
journey. Keep your feedback coming in and let us know what do you think of this new feature. Thank you for
supporting us! Account Activation Email Re-send 31 Jan 08 If you did not receive the account activation
email after signing up. Disclaimer : BTT is a simple exam, this app helps u ensure u pass it in first attempt H.
Now you could easily review and learn from your mistakes without worrying about losing track of them, sure
you will have more confidence to attend the actual TP basic and final driving theory test. Do continue to
increase your question banks. Learning and practicing of Singapore driving basic theory test and final theory
test anywhere anytime at your convenience. Once a basic theory test session or final theory test session is
saved, you may come back, resume it and continue the practice from where you have left. Your earnings will
either be issued through a cheque or directly transferred to your Singapore bank account. Give it a try and you
will never regret, final and basic driving theory flashcards can be accessed through the top navigation menu. I
failed 3 times for paper  At the end of each simulation test, you will be able to review those mistakes you have
made, correct answers will be shown, and if you have signed in, your mistakes will be automatically saved for
30 days. The same applies to the final and basic practice test engine, your missed or flagged questions will be
saved. You MUST have it. This app is good if you do not have your book with you. But it has been a long 3
years since the developers has given this a update, there is some minor errors here and there and obviously the
questions will not be the same as Traffic police theory test. Helps to acquire the knowledge on the rules and
regulations of providing chauffeured car service using a Taxi. Also, some of the information need to be
updated, like the bus lane timings.


